Heated Towel Rails & Radiators: Warmup Bathroom Collection Electric Wall Heated Towe

Warmup Bathroom Collection Electric Wall Heated Towel Rail - 8 Bars

Warmup Bathroom Collection Electric Wall Heating Towel Rail - 8 Bars - Round

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Base price with tax £415.99
Sales price £249.60
Discount £-166.40
Tax amount £41.60

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerWarmup
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Heated Towel Rails & Radiators: Warmup Bathroom Collection Electric Wall Heated Towe

Warmup electric heated towel rails are an excellent, energy efficient solution to provide an additional source of
heat for your bathroom as well as year round towel drying and warming. The rails use dry heating technology
meaning they are maintenance free with no risk of leaks, and provide even heat dispersion with rapid heat-up
times.
The rails are available in both single bar and ladder models with a variety of finishes to suit any bathroom style.
They are manufactured using high quality stainless steel (SS304) making them resistant to staining and corrosion,
ideal for bathroom environments.
Installation is straightforward as the rails can either be connected into the rooms lighting circuit, enabling the towel
rail when the lights are switched on or alternatively they can be controlled by an independent controller that
provides power on demand.
Perfect for larger rooms, Warmup Multi-Bar Heated Towel Rails create a striking focal point for your bathroom.
If you’re renovating a larger bathroom or designing a new wet room as part of a new-build project, Warmup’s
collection of electric multi-bar towel rails offers an energy-efficient, space-saving solution for warming towels after a
relaxing bath or shower. Using our advanced dry heating technology, the rails are liquid-free and have rapid heatup times; making them ideal for family bathrooms or larger wet rooms with high usage.
Classic, Architectural Inspired Design with Two Style Options
Providing great functionality with beautiful design and available in two style options, the Anise and the Hawthorn
and multiple sizes; install a ladder-style multi-bar towel rail in your bathroom to create a jaw-dropping space
inspired by contemporary architecture.
The Anise Round Multi-Bar Towel Rail
The Anise utilises a rounded rail design, providing a touch of casual elegance to your bathroom. With its straight
lines smoothed out, the Anise will heat your towel quickly and efficiently and is ideal for more traditional bathroom
design themes.
The Hawthorn Square Multi-Bar Towel Rail
If you’re looking for a towel rail with a more contemporary edge, the Hawthorn range of multi-bar heated towel rails
are the perfect choice. Using a squared-off rail design, they are particularly suitable for wet rooms with a modern
energy.

4 Bar Ladder Towel Rail
The smallest of the multi-bar heated towel rails, the 4 Bar Ladder is ideal for smaller spaces such as en-suite
bathrooms and shower rooms.
6 Bar Ladder Towel Rail
The 6 Bar option is perfect for a moderately-sized bathroom. Its extra width compared to the 4 Bar and 8 Bar styles
makes it particularly useful for warming larger bath towels.
8 Bar Ladder Towel Rail
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As the largest rail of the collection, the 8 Bar Multi-Bar Towel Rail is ideal for heating more than one towel
simultaneously.
Easy to Install and Easy to Use
Warmup Multi-Bar Towel Rails are quick to fit in your bathroom by a qualified installer and can be controlled by
either being connected to your existing bathroom light switch or with a separate power button.
Features:
Provides an excellent, energy efficient solution to provide an additional source of heat for your bathroom as well as
year round towel drying and warming.
Uses dry heating technology meaing they are maintenance free with no risk of leaks.
Manufactured using high quality stainless steel (SS304) making them resistant to staining and corrosion, ideal for
bathroom environments.
Can connect to existing lighting circuit for automatic operation when light is switched or controlled by an
independent controller that provides power on demand.
CE Marked with 5 year warranty
Size:
8 Bar Round - 800(H) x 530(L) x 135(D)mm
8 Bar Square - 912(H) x 620(L) x 120(D)mm

Documentation:
Installation Instructions
Technical Specification
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